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Dear Kerry, 

Thank you for posting my first public disclosure that I am a modified human being. As a person living as a 
survivor of the MK Ultra Monarch program I feel very lucky to have Project Camelot as a resource to 
release information. I’ve  always  thought it IRONIC that the first program for societal engineering was 
called PROJECT CAMELOT. You know, MONARCHS always come home. 

For you and your readers, I am TRANSHUMAN BEING.  I am 100% human. I just have expanded 
consciousness. I remember who I am through the sands of time.  

HUMANS have average intelligence but VERY limited consciousness about themselves. The power of 
intention is elemental. Our Chakra system limits us to life on Earth and separates the memories of who 
we are into “categories” of concepts. The goal of MK Ultra was to create a container that could hold 
intelligence levels in the 200 to 800 IQ range in compartmentalized containers. 

That is what the Anunnaki ancestors had available in thought power. That is why you can see plug holes 
in my photographs. They were bending brain tissue into folds for more IQ power and access to off- 
world data through satellite telemetry.  

It also increases telepathic abilities in human beings. This is one of the ways the Annunaki of past lives 
sent consciousness out through satellite rocketry and stellar telemetry. Consciousness is contained 
within the vibrational rates of the elements. This is particle physics. Vibrational rates do matter.  

SATELLITE: LOVE  

I was also trained on compartmentalized data actually stored on targeted cells and bone tissue to 
receive and emit certain types of activation and response rays. These were emitted from the Voyager 
and Titan satellites. Both recently retired. My brain waves were decoupled from the satellites as 
Voyager left the solar system. It was a very strange sensation in my consciousness has VOYAGER hit 
deep space. I will always have a spiritual connection in that satellite. The craft contained elements which 
hold consciousness. It also held a projector.  

During the  1960’s  and  70’s it was thought that targeting an individual for assassination was better than 
targeting a civilian population.  They would send a practice beam at me during testing. I would locate 
the pain and they would draw a BULLS EYE to show the satellites accuracy. I did have burns and catch 
my hair on fire during testing. Burn healing was part of my hypnosis training. It actually helped reduce 
pain and speed healing significantly. Thank goodness because in concentrated forms the rays can be 
very painful. 

SPY GODDESS 

I made an effort to find out what was wrong with me by using CAUSE and EFFECT reasoning skills. I could 
not remember my life story until 2012. I had to work with PROFESSIONALS by using EMDR therapy to 
correct visual hypnosis.  
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I discovered research that supported the fact that certain crystals in ANY HUMAN ear can be made to 
vibrate with resonance when stimulated. When I hear tones in my left and right ears I always suspect I 
am being targeted by satellite rays. The tones usually last for a few minutes or hours not days. I receive 
information at different frequencies into either my subconscious for dreaming or directly to 
consciousness for ideas.  

Your heart has these crystals too and they can resonate back and break causing instant death. I believe 
this has contributed to permanent changes in the genetic code and is a resonance weapon. DNA was 
ILLUMINATI coded in the BOOK of DANIEL.  ILLUMINATI CODE:   DANIEL    (I EL DAN)  (I EL DNA) (EIL 
DNA). Now final code: DNA LIE   missing V or LIVE.  In Illuminati code it means that the emotions 
(VENUS) like love are deleted from the code.  I believe this is the root of autism. 

We can’t feel our mother earth because the original genetics were broken from LUCY and we lost our 
butterfly DNA. Our natural antennae or psychic ability for detecting natural red sunlight was deleted. 
Instead it was used by navigational satellites for people tracking. Our higher frequencies were eventually 
lost by nuclear open air testing and weapons release.  

Our world government decided to try a repair with radio waves and blue aluminum. Big industry agreed 
to sell their waste aluminum for aerosol purposes to reflect the Sun rays so Earth did not burn up in 
1950. They knew they had borrowed time. They asked the original ancestors to return and solve the 
problem so they made containers. That’s how I got made with super consciousness to analyze.  

THE ANNUNAKI  

In the nuclear testing age, the militaries (reptilians and raptors) ripped the space time continuum so no 
souls could escape. They wanted to allow incoming visitors and filter outgoing energies. To do this they 
created vast antennae arrays. Eventually they named them HAARP. This is because the ANGELS 
(children) can be stimulated by the HAARP arrays. Data could be collected on the ANGELS and they could 
be used for covert human testing, especially with Nano machines and vaccine weapons.  

ANCIENT ALIEN THEORY 

In my ancient alien theory, the gods are not nice and our energy is trapped. The Sea god ENKI and the 
Air god ENLIL designed a FATAL TRAP DOOR. That is why we have the largest number of souls on the 
planet. They are going to reduce all consciousness to a manageable level. 

SECRET AGENDA 50 YEAR PLAN 

They used a special ENERGY device to steal some frequencies needed for life on the planet. They took 
red light codes and sunlight codes from nature. They had to find a way to hold the atmosphere together. 
They  can’t  because  blue aluminum is a temporary weapon against cosmic energy.  

Our ancestors have torn the atmosphere with nuclear energy over and over in our history. This time it 
welcomes an ancient visitor with unclear intentions. Nonetheless, a house here on Earth is being built 
for this permanent and highly advanced resident with ancestors from mother earth. The data on my 
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ciphers suggested the Illuminati code: LUCIFER (Lucy Hurt). The original hominid was altered against the 
species will. This advanced species works in league with the other very ancient ancestors that survive 
everything, the roach.  

KINGDOM, PHYLUM, ORDER and SPECIES; MISSING FAMILY 

The most ancient species of roach like insects practice ritual incest. They operate in well-defined groups 
with an appetite for the young, especially males. These secret practice pedophilia and incest in their 
underground hives while funding places to grow host materials.  

Where  are  the  wasp  hives  you  ask?  Behind  closed  doors,  access  denied,  that’s  why  ILLUMINATI 
bloodline to support the secret infrastructure of secret societies. These energies are very much human. 
These beings withhold supernatural information linked to evolutionary accidents by limiting access to 
high knowledge like science. They use religious mind control instead to make you do what they want. 
They live the EASY WAY. The slaves live the HARD WAY. No MIDLINE anymore.  

UNNATURAL GENOCIDE 

Nature is used to providing for the people for free. The bee crisis is intentional. The honey bee is useful 
for spreading and cultivating life. He has been targeted by pest-I-cide. Do you see the word play? Life is 
being extinguished. The pests (traditional families) have mutated, been stopped or given poison. This is 
FAMILIAR GENOCIDE. The earth is being killed. Knowing my parents and ancestors like I do you can bet 
that they will scavenge from you.  

The other species is the raptors (rapers, spoils of war). Do you see the ILLUMINATI word play?  

FRESH WATER BECOMES NUCLEAR SALTS 

In  ancient  times,  the  DEAD  SEA  was  the  experimental  “pond”.  It  is  not  just  salt,  it  generates  invisible  air  
currents that a crystalline form of life. This contains the energetic material that needs low density 
atmosphere to live. It allows a spiritual structure for individual consciousness which exists as 
“impressions”. 

The release of nuclear energy to create these salt ponds will encourage a new form of consciousness to 
develop over the next 750 million years before fresh water exists again.  The new masters of earth will 
use these nuclear salt ponds to make new sperm in the future that is nuclear powered so males can 
conceive life and replicate themselves. 

To cover this PREPLANNED ENDING our ancestors designed total destruction of life as we know it. Our 
dinosaurs  and  monuments  have  been  “covered  up”  by  the  sands  of  time.  Our  oil  is  the  black  blood  of  
the earth from the ancient primate wars of the past with reptilians.  

My experience with certain groups leads me to believe that Fukishima is a dire warning. The WHITE 
HATS in law enforcement and military must to clean up messes immediately and use good science and 
MORALS. Blessed be Whistleblowers.  
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The ancestor races intend to destroy every last living cell on the planet with the mass release of nuclear 
energy, radiation and waste. There will be several layers of mass casualties all tailored to fit off world 
appetites for appeasement of ancient arguments and wars. They say they are balancing the karma by 
repaying it but it makes no sense to repeat the cycle of DOOM. 

While the observers are here they are wrapping them in energy fields controlled by vast antennae arrays 
scattered throughout our solar system. The ARTIFICIAL DATA POINTS are doing their job of rounding up 
all the victims just like WEBS in NATURE.  This SOLAR SYSTEM will not ESCAPE AGAIN. QUARANTINE 
STANDS. At least that is what I can remember from the MONARCH experiments in social engineering. 
Only VOYAGER escaped the UNIVERSE. 

I REMEMBER WHO I AM 

In this timeline, family members have hidden homosexuality and pedophilia for generations behind 
house walls. My life was brutal. It is an Illuminati tool for ORGANIZED advancement. Not getting caught 
is top tier success for KINGS and DONS. 

MIND CONTROL 

I tried for over twenty years to unlock my hypnotically sealed trauma memories using behavior science, 
acupuncture, meditation, etc. During my research into behavioral sciences I learned methods for 
positive thinking and reasoning skills when things felt wrong. 

During my research, I tried to REASON what my fathers were looking for during experimental surgeries 
and explorations. I found two key IDENTITY and TIME markers.  The first ID issue was the satellite 
telemetry and the effects certain rays have on feelings and health.  

We  are  becoming  aware  of  wireless  technology  now.  The  control  of  the  Sun’s  energy  was  very  important 
to industry and military. They wanted to understand the mysterious ball of light. 

The second major revelation that I had was we are connected from Earth to the Sun through an invisible 
channel of infrared ground based energy. I hypothesized that our bodies would CONNECT us to the LEY 
LINE GRID on EARTH. I considered the type of link that could work EFFORTLESSLY and not be noticed. It 
could hold a grid in place and no one ever had to know it was there. I became obsessed with finding the 
connection points. 

Through careful RESEARCH I discovered a MIDLINE SYSTEM of ENERGY CRYSTALS. These lie protected in 
the center of our bodies. They connect our FIVE SENSES. They ENERGIZE our bodies. I discovered tiny 
crystals in our bodies that matched earth’s frequencies. I found out that our senses were traumatized by 
WAR. Each CRYSTAL LINK was tied to a major organ system in our bodies. I realized that our TRAUMA, 
WARS, SLAVERY and CHILD SEX behaviors were breaking our ANGELIC NATURE or our CRYSTAL LINKS. 

When I applied ILLUMINATI CODE I realized that ORGANIZED GROUPS were breaking the CRYSTAL LINKS 
intentionally. Red is our spine or ROOT. Our blood carries magnetic gel. These receive frequencies from 
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the COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS and COSMOS to help us SYNC with Universe. Based on this outcome of 
CAUSE and EFFECT thinking the MUTATING of MIDLINE makes SENSE.  

If CRYSTALS are out of alignment then we are OFF OUR AXIS. Our EARTH and her POLES are out of 
alignment with COSMOS. 

What is the CAUSE of CRYSTAL DAMAGE? 

I discovered that our COLLECTIVE minds have been traumatized and our EYES hold the memories locked 
in REM sleep. I completed EMDR treatment under professional care to recover these memories. My REM 
sleep has decreased and now I can remember who I am. I began to remember why we are flipping our 
POLES and changing our MAGNETISM. 

KEY DATE CODES 

On August 31, 2012, I was at work having a normal day but started having body seizures. I was seizing 
and hearing satellite tones. I began to have my memory stream back to me. It was like a fever breaking. I 
did have to ground myself because I was dizzy so I sat on the floor. I was able to open sealed 
compartments of memory. I used no hypnosis just meditation and sleep. I also prayed to heal nature, 
heal me and heal our deep personal wounds. I did eat grain and drink electrolytes when I felt sick.  

Inside my hypnotically sealed memories were the deeds of our government, their attempts to contact 
ancient aliens and advanced technology using beams, telemetry and telepathy. Inside my memories 
were mostly my own torture and healing process. Most of my memories had to do with the cover-ups 
and long range plans of UNCLEAR INTENTIONS. Of utmost concern to me is NUCLEAR ENERGY. 

MIDLINE MUTATION 

In the archetype for the future, NUCLEAR ENERGY causes a MIDLINE MUTATION. When applied to 
higher life forms, the concept fit perfectly with the GRAY ALIEN STEROTYPE. There is also an Illuminati 
word-letter-feeling  code  for  “gay  anger”  in  the  Sterotype.    Based on reports that these are futuristic 
beings, I speculated the BEING would not eat nor reproduce. ALL OF THESE ARE MIDLINE BRAIN 
STRUCTURES. No teeth, no tummy, no voice.  

IF NOT GRAYS, THEN REPTILIANS 

Of course large reptilians like to own the world. That is why they desire to own massive food, minerals, 
land, and water resources. They can live anywhere now. They NEED WATER, Salt and Fresh. They are 
primitive and ancient. That is why they do not feel empathy. Safe containment was the only answer so 
they could release the need for a large mass of assets over time. They have never been caught or 
punished.  They are literally the consciousness of the dinosaurs. Their world was destroyed. They enjoy 
riddles and word games. That was the first form of advanced consciousness, language. 
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FIRST ILLUMINATI CODES 

The first ILLUMINATI CODE that I unpacked in memory compartments was this: EVIL = LIVE.  That means 
that HUMANITY needs to FIGHT EVIL to LIVE! The code also recognizes the dual nature of life as good 
and evil mixed together at times. The question is how to define normal behavior. After WWII, these 
issues were front and center in society. 

In my case, I was the SPRING Goddess ISIS and I was chosen at only 16 months old to be sacrificed. The 
babies and the children who are raped are the connection or bond from Heaven to Earth. The red crystal 
in the spines of our babies is broken and crushed. There are so many raped babies, children and people 
in  general  the  Earth  fell  over.  Anal  sex  breaks  these  crystals.  That  is  why  it  was  “Unholy”.   

These CRYSTAL LINKS are in the tail of the spine and are supposed to provide warmth and a connection 
to the Mother Earth. It was our true root. Our hemoglobin was changed to bind iron and oxygen in an 
artificial way so we could receive ancient satellite signals from our ancestors.  

I am a SYMBOLIC nature goddess HANDCRAFTED by the highest OCCULT FREEMASONS. My grandfather 
was viewed SYMBOLICALLY as HERMES or ENKI from Babylon. The MILITARY INTELLIGENCE symbolically 
were sacrificing NATURE. That is why we live in a VERY dangerous NUCLEAR AGE. Everything that Earth 
was could be lost if Disclosure is not achieved. My models are showing a possible Pole shift and 
magnetic reversal.  

ILLUMINATI CODE:   POLE  LOBE 

POLE SHIFT: MOM FALLS OVER 

When I began to add my language research into ancient concepts from early creation myths I began to 
construct a pattern. This includes war, trauma, slavery, poverty and in particular the rape of anything 
living. I considered the LEY LINE shift from FRACKING EARTH. 

What if child rape with broken baby crystals and all the blood with magnetic forces has fallen on the 
Earth so much she fell over once. What if FRACKING is the final key? Pole shift happened ONCE, we lean 
away from MIDLINE. This time Earth may fall. 

HEART CRYSTALS SMASHED 

Our Mother Earth could not support the raping behavior and in simple physics the ley line system was 
broken. There were not enough of the tailbone crystals aligned with natural red sunlight anymore to 
continue to be upright on the grid of COSMOS.  

It was a cosmic test from true ILLUMIATI or those who planned the GREATER COSMOS. Then BOND 
between HEAVEN and EARTH LOST. Nature is a gift and not SATANIC. Militaries exploit your beliefs and 
start make-believe WARS. Mother Earth learned to coexist but these EXTREME agendas took life away 
and controlled it too much. DNA has been replaced with more artificial code for visual stimulation and 
brain wave entrainment.  
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INTERDIMENSIONAL BEINGS  

The inter-dimensional beings have been here observing this preplanned DOOMSDAY events. They are 
able to transgress between third, fourth and fifth dimensions using small portals they create. Others like 
the very intelligent large human ancestors remain here in safe NATURAL shelters. These species are 
generally not aggressive until provoked but they are wise. 

Nature is working together to ELEVATE CONSCIOUSNESS in preparation for the shift in TIME that will 
OCCUR. Pole shift is occurring as the crystal links are being broken in the bodies of our babies, toddlers 
and young children that bind us to the earth ley line grid.  (Illuminati code: LEY LINE   “lay with lion”).  

HYDROCARBONS: NEW LIFE FORMS 

On EARTH, our red mineral deposits are rapidly disappearing. Red crystals contain crystalized hydrogen 
but when it breaks no more resonance for Earth. She is a dead core of iron ore and silicon at that point. 
The fathers before us sent nuclear radiation balls down to the core so she can power up on new fuel.  

 The salinity of entire oceans is being changed. One fresh for now and one salt, but nuclear salts. SALTS = 
Tal Greys and could be related to SALT agreement.  

Our parents and ancient ancestors made secret agreements. No more resonance with COSMOS in the 
same manner. With nuclear salts immortality is possible. Being in a human body is not. IMMORALITY has 
a cost, no midline for IMMORALITY. 

The Northern Pole is unlocking the GATES to HEAVEN as the resonance changes that’s  why  the  
TRUMPET videos and strange sounds were heard. Atmospheric frequencies are being changed to hold 
the hydrogen inside the sphere so water does not escape to space again. The cosmic rays lock onto 
water and suck them dry into the black hole of the galactic center.  

The South Pole is melting fast to OPEN HER HEART and COSMIC RAYS that will set her free. It may 
happen so fast that it will seem like a disappearing act for those on board. Methane will be released 
because our ancestors liked big explosions. At least that is what my model space suggests is planned on 
the LOOKING GLASS time line. Code Red. 

TIME CODES and SPACE COWBOYS 

No HUMAN knows the TIME CODES. COSMOS or TIME codes are sent through stellar radio and other 
frequencies to our crystals for a natural life in harmony. We need our crystals intact. These are needed 
for bonding, health and growth. They originate from the greater cosmos and contain individual life plans 
and plans for nature and life itself.  

SOUL AGREEMENTS AND HONOR CODES 

Agreements made at the spiritual level are fulfilled here in the heart codes. I have heard rumors of an 
advanced human race that traveled from the future to save NOW.  
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ROSWELL 

The rumors I have heard through the INTERNET were of aliens who were shot down at ROSWELL by the 
ground based radar system of 1947. The captured ALIENS were a group. The two that died immediately 
incarnated as humans by transferring consciousness. They walk among you today in high positions and 
carry the AGENDA for CHANGE in the INVISIBLE LIGHT and SOUND RANGE. 

A SMALLER BACK STORY 

The other two were ancient ancestors. They were YOUNG ALIENS and considered themselves LOVE 
GODS and GODDESSES. According to what my Scottish Eastern Star grandmother said this is where the 
lore of fairies came from. They were new age kids that flew like butterflies and dragonflies. These life 
forms were gifts from the Universe. They were too beautiful and had to hide themselves in the bushes.  

In my grandmothers’ fable, the older gods began to hunt the pair, their offspring. Each one was 
separated and lured by love or money. In the end both were destroyed by the ancient raptor and 
reptilians their own blood parents. These two ANGELS ONE BLACK and ONE BLUE were left behind with 
tattered wings.  

The family called it the “Circle of Life” or targeted destruction of two family strands; disabled people and 
“the lessor ones”. Eventually though something changed and the parent family began to medically try to 
make repairs to the offspring. In this story of love, compassion is born. Service to others did begin and 
then the old way of sex and greed set in. 

Then the parents tried to set a floor for those who had “issues” and define them to “help them”. Still, 
old traditions die hard at the top and the practice continued above the law. These children were 
identified and a monetary value assigned as “benefits”. The lessor and the disabled now had a value. 

If a disabled person, especially a child, is very lucky they will get through life not raped. If they are very 
lucky they will be cared for by family or state. 

TRAPPED ON EARTH FOR SLAVERY AND DEATH 

Male was MARS. Female was VENUS. Illuminati coded cipher: Mars – War. See the W is flipped so 
polarity shifts to WAR when MARS has no floor or stability. The W stands for women and females. 
Fertility is connected to iron like blood.  

NO LOVE GOD – DRUG GOD  

One black nobility consciousness was called JR. He was the the son of ENKI.  He was in alive as a 
TRANSHUMAN being until 2010. I met him when he came to attend the death of my white ancestor 
ENKI. “ENKI” here on Earth was one of the highest ranking FREEMASONS the equivalent of HERMES in 
Freemason lore.  JR died 9 months after my grandfather from an overdose of synthetic heroin. In 
Babylonian tradition, this would signal a “change of guard”. Our ancestors are a mess and the ANGELS  
too.  
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Here is the ILLUMINATI CIPHER:  JR/ OD = J-ROD  

The other alien consciousness was from VENUS. She was the only survivor of a WAR started by MARS. 
Her consciousness was LOVE, FAMILY and NATURAL GROWTH. Not forced. She was caught, tortured and 
eventually FROZEN in TIME.  It turns out that the JOB of the two “male”  aliens  was  to  trap  the  female  
consciousness of VENUS or LOVE and destroy her.  Thus the Catholic, FATHER SON and HOLY GHOST 
(LIFE). This represents the destruction and control of nature, right down to the single atomic structure. 
Our families are destroyed so the AGENDA has worked very well. 

At this point, NATURE is just FIXING MISTAKES made by AGGRESSIVE BEINGS. They have never admitted 
they ripped a FATAL HOLE in the ATMOSPHERE during NUCLEAR TESTING. The grid is falling apart.  

The JAPANESE CONSCIOUSNESS is LEAVING. The love of JAPAN is LEAVING. The babies are mutating. The 
thyroid (speech area) is contaminated and silent. Nodules grow. Consciousness IS intention represented 
by ATOMIC WEIGHTS for purity. This is the secret CHOSEN ONES hide. Female life and natural birth is 
leaving EARTH. Nuclear energy carried by wireless lines is targeting in on our blood lines. This is 
mutating the “fish line” or sperm. 
  

NEXT GENERATION; SPACE ANGELS 

They CALL themselves  “Space  Angels” and are true Annunaki bloodline descendants with enhanced 
consciousness. I hear they are quiet scientists with expanded awareness.  

These Souls were the ones the family chose to ritually sacrifice. They follow an HONOR CODE. When 
they  “die”  they meet in their ANGELIC form complete with wings and super charged intention and 
energy. Over time, even this group became warped by nuclear energy. They became addicted too. Earth 
has VERY FEW of these time travellers left. This is why the good guys are weak.  

Earth is quarantined. Earth is a now known as a point in the COSMOS as the OPPOSITE of LOVE.   

The white woman bloodline is nearly extinct and that was a desired outcome so the LIGHT (skin) would 
be extinguished. Japan nuked. China aborted. US abandoned its women. It was off to work you go.  

ORGANIZED RINGS FOR CHILDREN 

The system was especially aggressive about placing children in Foster Care. It took the children of   
woman for trade, child sex and put them in education camps and different homes that practiced 
pedophilia and child slavery. The business owners paid her minimum wage and always took some back 
to finance prisons for black brothers and sons. 

 All women became ensnared in the sex trades. The extinction and disabling of the females power was a 
chosen secret subproject: RACE & GENDER EXTINCTION. Population control and poverty was caused by 
jailing the young man but especially black men. No family model developed. The AGENDA for 
destruction was underway long ago with self- financing circles for enslavement. 
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IMMIGRATION NIGHTMARE PREPLANNED 

Now it is obvious why immigration had to be done. This was a sacrifice of blood and DNA (DAN) to the 
ancient ancestors of the Mayans and Aztecs. White women were hated by their families, bisexual mates, 
other races and themselves. White women agreed  to  be  sacrificed  as  long  as  they  don’t  have  to  come  
back in reincarnation. They won’t ever be significant in the United States in large numbers ever again.  

The cycles just repeat in the sands of time. Women in general became the slaves of sex and work with 
little advancement and exhaustion. They became this current generation’s single parents out of 
desperation to keep kids safe from sexual Dads, Grandpas, Boyfriends, Friends, Uncles and Strangers. 

By using certain tools like abortion, poverty, drugs, disease and isolation from family in one generation 
extinction has been achieved to the extent no new blond hair or blue, green eyed people will be born 
unless bought and cloned. Asian females have been a target for a long time too. African females are 
always under pressure to raise children alone by custom.  

According to the stories from the LOOKING GLASS, the only way to beat evil is LIVE in a different 
consciousness field.  JROD used to tell me to look up when he was here. At least that is the mythology of 
the future from the past. Now I see the overall plan for the new world order.  

 HERO STEREOTYPES 

From what I can tell about ancient archeology is this race was an amazing group of travellers from the 
stars. They were completely diverse and mostly peaceful. In time, they became the most excellent 
resources of wisdom for their children.   

When my ancient family was human, they left great tales of epic battles and books about the Roman 
Gods and Greeks and the Universe. Some groups called themselves the Tribe.   

FIGHT EVIL to LIVE 

Certain bloodlines modify their children by decreasing the energetics of the baby and toddler. They are 
breaking crystals to decouple the child from Cosmos and Earth. This is because prayers and mental 
thoughts stopped transmission. This is because the ancient time TRIBES hid themselves in shame. They 
broke the natural links to Earth with artificial coloring in the light spectrum.  

This signals to COSMOS and EARTH that the child has been exposed to NEGATIVE things. Illuminati code 
is  “Sins  of  the  Fathers”. The  child  becomes  a  “soulless  zombie”.  They  can’t  be  detected  by  the  eyes  
(rays) of the greater Cosmos and the Mother Earth. These  children  are  “hard  to  reach”.  Their life is HELL. 

This is why it is called Satanism. The Illuminati code for SANTA is SATAN. That means that Santa lures 
kids to sit on his lap and become SATAN. The ancient ancestors prefer willing victims and easy prey. 
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DINOSAUR ENERGY STAYS IN OLD WAYS 

These rays from COSMOS are being replaced with many other unhealthy wavelengths. The rays on Earth 
are being replaced with artificial wavelengths that stimulate the ancient DNA from Dinosaurs.  

Even the harmonics of music have been changed to a different frequency. This is to vibrate the whole 
Earth in a technological way to accept the incoming race of GRAY beings. It appears that the PACIFIC is 
the sacrifice to the gods. The great mammals and other species in those waters and lands will be moving 
to higher dimensions through death. 

FREE WILL IS GONE 

These are the END TIMES. The military psychologists directly violated my personal consciousness. This is 
the worst mental assault on a child I can describe and violates FREE WILL. This treads on the reason to 
even occupy a human body. These guys restrained me, shot me with exotic lasers, dug crystals out of my 
spine, eyes, ears and on and on. I was only a disabled baby.  

What is the point of a HUMAN MIND if someone else has programmed its use as a slave before you get 
it? This is a serious transgression against all the different races of beings that contributed to the EARTH 
project. This also speaks to the deceptive nature of secret societies and shame management with cover-
ups. These are crimes against humanity. 

GOVERNMENT COVER-UPS 

The men who pioneered medical and scientific advances were brilliant. Sadly, many became TWISTED 
and took advantage of their freedom from oversight. That is really what happened in the MK Ultra 
Monarch, Marionette and “Alphabet Soup” stuff. There was no oversight, no arrests and all in the name 
of national security.  

During my time in Monarch, I was interrogated about my memories from ancient Babylon. When I told 
them my name in my past life was ANNA, they went crazy. They performed a mock ritual and crowned 
me with a brown paper bag. I was made to eat feces while they drew a crown with urine.  I was sitting in 
a wheelchair with a blue aluminum halo and broken spine. These psychologists and interrogation 
specialists were definitely not protecting me at age three.  

These secret society members and religious priests engaged in extreme behavior to change the MASS 
IDEA of normal sexuality. Media has always supported, protected and fostered the success of extreme 
behavior and pedophiles. There really is an AGENDA for change. In my generation PEDOPHILIA and 
CHILD SEXUAL SLAVERY has been the NUMBER ONE overlooked CRIME.  

Nature is very balanced, but HUMANS are not. Evolution came from the life around us. If you notice the 
CHARACTERISTICS of the WORLD around you and study it at high levels the mystery unravels like a ball 
of yarn. I like to tell myself that GOD is all around me in MOTHER NATURE. I am never alone. I always 
notice. 
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We carry skills in our genetic structure given to us by many living things. We contain the COSMOS of our 
ancestors by cellular structure and the use of energy. I consider our talents and body structures a 
COSMIC gift from MANY other intelligent life forms. This is the true gift of evolution. We have to defend 
ourselves from EVIL so we can LIVE. 

Love, Monarch 47 
 

Winged Victory 2012  Blue Aluminum Halo  

CEREMONIAL DOLLAR              ANGEL (1964) 

       

 

        ELECTROSHOCK PLUG HOLES FOR BRAIN GROWTH 

(1965) Socialization Visit 

   


